
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: (2.01.2016) 
Attn: Dustin Peterson                        
LAZERWOLFE  
605-321-0615 
thedustinpeterson@gmail.com 

LAZERWOLFE 
                                              Announces Show @( ***Insert Venue***) 

The Point: “Almost Original” Crusaders LAZERWOLFE are about to hit the stage at (***insert 
Venue***) They'll kick things off around (***time***) with a blazing set of new and old favorites. 
Tickets available at (***insert online ticket location, Door Price at venue***) 

Relevent Information/Quotes

In addition, Lazer Wolfe will perform some of their own music along with a variety of covers. 

Lead guitarist, Jacob Van Noy: 
“What I like about this kind of gig is we play very reactionary to the crowd,” Van Noy said. “We 
have a hundred songs we can pull from in the sets. This band always can switch things up and 
make it fun for the crowd in attendance.” 

Rhythm Guitarist, Dustin Peterson: 
“We always like putting our own take on these classic tracks we perform. We never play it the 
same twice and are never trying to.” Dustin also stated, “That’s where our tagline “Almost 
Original” came from.”

“...So anyhow I wanted to give a shout out to/for those guys....they covered eighties and 
nineties, and did it very well with cool extended jams on pop stuff that never lost the vibe of the 
song, but took it to new, cooler places than a 3 minute radio spot could afford.” Bobby Ray 
(thegearpage.net) 

Band Bio  
Born unto the wilderness and raised by wolves, these five young men have lived their lives 
never knowing fear. They have spent years honing their craft and have grown from tiny 
defenseless cubs to those that lead the pack. Over time they learned to accept that it was their 
obligation, their responsibility, to provide music lovers with quality live reproductions of their 
most cherished songs. These men could have taken the quick route to success. They could 
have shown the world’s ears the most beautifully written music ever created, but that’s all been 
done before. Instead they chose to honor those that have gone before and embrace the music 
of the past, paying tribute to such artists as Dire Straits, Bruce Springsteen, Prince, and The 
Police. If you love it, they have played it and will so again.  

Thus was formed Lazerwolfe. 

Contact Information 
Please get in touch with Dustin Peterson at thedustinpeterson@gmail.com for guest list, 
interviews, or any other important information. 
Lazerwolfe.com 



  


